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Introduction
THE INDUSTRY'S NEED FOR Web services first dawned on me in November of 1999.
My realization of their potential has been growing ever since.
At the time I was a consultant struggling with the issues around B2B adoption.
I was trying to figure out why, despite the obvious value of B2B automation on
paper, only a very few organizations were actually using it. Having grown up with the
Web professionally, I related it directly to the massive rush that occurred once companies felt the need to build Web sites. Why wasn't the same rush occurring in B2B?
I identified two main barriers to B2B adoption, one political and the other
technical. The political barrier is that B2B takes two sides working together,
which always bogs things down. This is made even more complicated by the
technical information that has to be communicated between organizations.
The technical barrier is that building these programmatic links between organizations is neither standardized nor easy to implement. Whereas Web pages are
easy to build, B2B partnerships are not. HTML is one of the easiest technologies for
non-technical people to pick up. Countless people have become IT professionals by
first dabbling in HTML and then expanding into other technologies. While anyone
can view a Web page, a business transaction is a concept that has to be envisioned.
That makes it difficult for business professionals to understand and technical professionals to consistently implement meaningful Web services.
Since becoming aware of Web services and their value, I have been very
focused on this area. I have had the privilege of speaking with many organizations on this topic, giving several technical presentations and even designing
and deploying a few Web services. I have collected quite a bit of information on
the topic and wanted to share my experiences and opinions with the industry to
help contribute to the understanding and appreciation for Web services. This
book is a culmination of those efforts.

Why Architecting Web Services?
Several vendors are planning and releasing tools and services for their approach
to Web services. While each has benefits and shortcomings, there is one area that
applies to all of these implementations: architecture. I don't believe that people
can rush out and build successful Web services without thinking about the architecture for this new development paradigm.
This book addresses these architecture-level issues, or at least the ones I have
identified up to this point. This paradigm borrows a lot of its behavior from Web
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sites and a lot of its behavior from application development. Web services is
a blend of these two areas, and people need to have a good understanding of
which concepts can and should be applied from each to build meaningful
Web services.

Who This Book is Written For
This book was written for software architects, Web designers, and application
developers. Whether you have started playing with the tools available for building
Web services or are still looking for time to catch up with XML, this book will provide you with a good foundation to start designing and building Web services.
I have included both Java and Visual Basic examples in this book for the sake
of reaching architects and developers from various backgrounds. Web services
do not discriminate between platforms, tools, or environments, and neither does
this book.

The Supporting Web Site
Because of the subject matter, I can take a unique approach in supporting this
book with a Web site. Many technical books are accompanied by a Web site that
contains downloadable source code. While this book does as well, I have taken
this approach one step further.
The supporting Web site for this book also hosts live, functioning Web services that you can consume today with either the sample clients provided or
through custom clients you develop yourself. Even if you don't have the time to
develop the examples yourself, the site will allow you to step through the applications demonstrated in the book that utilize those same Web services. Both
options will allow you to truly test the concepts presented in this book in a realistic, distributed environment. This book's Web site is located at

http://www.architectingwebservices.com.

Following the Examples
This book provides both Java and Visual Basic/ASP examples. The Java examples
utilize the IBM development platform, including the following:
• WebSphere Application Server 3.5
• IBM HTTP Server
• Visual Age for Java for Windows Professional 3.5
• Windows 2000 Advanced Server
x
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For the Visual Basic examples, I used the Microsoft development platform,
including the following:
• IIS 5.0

• Visual Studio 6.0 Enterprise Edition
• SQL Server 2000 Enterprise Edition
• Windows 2000 Advanced Server
• Windows 2000 Certificate Server
If you do not have the necessary software to follow the examples in this
book, you can still see the Web services and sample consumers at work on the
supporting Web site at http://www.architectingwebservices.com. My hope is
that you can transfer the ideas and lessons presented here to another development environment with which you might be more familiar.
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